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Professor Lee argues that traditional quality criteria for judging law libraries are now inadequate because they no longer capture the vital multiple missions of today’s libraries. She suggests ways that law librarians can begin to develop indicia of quality that can adequately evaluate the contemporary law school library and preserve its core missions.

Introduction

¶1 How should the quality of a twenty-first century academic law library collection be measured? Although law school libraries, like other academic libraries, have evolved to include electronic as well as print research sources as integral parts of their collections, they still largely rely on traditional measures of quality, such as volume counts, that no longer serve to assess satisfactorily the twenty-first century law library.

¶2 This article argues that traditional quality criteria are now inadequate for reasons beyond those recognized in the literature. Because the source of the inadequacies—the inability of traditional criteria to capture the vital multiple missions of today’s libraries—is seldom recognized, the reforms proposed thus far are insufficient. After explaining why this is so, the article suggests how law librarians could begin to develop indicia of quality that can adequately evaluate the contemporary law school library and preserve core library missions.

Criteria and the Print Paradigm

The Print Paradigm

¶3 “[T]he library has existed for at least twenty-six hundred years—three times longer than the university.”¹ The purpose of a library has always been to provide its users with access to information through collecting, organizing, storing, preserving and transmitting knowledge traditionally contained on paper, papyrus or linen, clay
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or stone. All items collected were tangible objects serving as vehicles to communicate the information inscribed on them. Since Gutenberg invented movable type, books and paper have been the preferred source for storing and transmitting information and thus the predominant format in libraries.

¶4 Academic libraries have traditionally emulated the great Alexandrian Library that sought to amass all known information and collected as many books and other documents as possible. In pursuit of this ideal, academic libraries sought to be complete, fully self-contained research institutions, holding under one roof physical texts with all the information scholars could ever want.

¶5 The centrality of books to libraries enabled a set of assumptions as to the criteria for evaluating libraries. This “print paradigm,” for reasons that are quite understandable, identified the quality of a library with the number of books it owned. At bottom, it maintained that “more is better.”

¶6 The print paradigm has multiple roots. First, when books were the major source of information, having more books or other printed texts meant having more information. Hence, a bigger collection of books was assumed to be a better collection, particularly for academic libraries.

¶7 Second, because books are tangible, countable objects, library operations, buildings, and personnel have centered on acquiring and organizing thousands or even millions of physical objects. As a result, a library with plentiful “inputs,” including a large facility, staff, and budget, was assumed to be a high quality library.

¶8 Third, as tangible objects, books must be owned in order for a library to ensure that their information is available whenever scholars want it. Owning books thus ensured that authoritative language remained fixed as it was at publication and preserved knowledge for future generations.

¶9 In effect, when print was the major medium for storing information, librarians could and did assume that volume count was the preferred measure of library quality. Libraries, however, have always served as more than repositories of large quantities of books. In fact, librarians have assumed and accepted that libraries serve multiple core missions that are informed by the core values of librarianship.
While different sources list slightly different formulations, one important library mission is stewardship. Recognizing that the “availability of legal information is a necessary requirement for a just and democratic society,” law librarians seek to provide wide, equitable access to knowledge and information by all, and to preserve and assure authoritative information for permanent future access. A second mission speaks to the fact that librarians are also educators who should deliver “lifelong learning services” to all members of society, and “educate and train library users to be knowledgeable and skilled legal information consumers.” A third mission widely shared by librarians is service—to individuals and community, present and future.

Importantly, during the print era, the identification of quality with volume count assured that the key criterion by which libraries would be judged was highly relevant to enabling libraries to fulfill these core missions and deeply held values of librarianship. Only since the move away from books, and the consequent threat to the print paradigm, have librarians begun to consciously notice and discuss the danger of failing to achieve their core missions.

**Standards and Criteria**

In the United States, standard-setting for and evaluation of academic libraries is largely controlled by the accreditation process, which schools must engage in to be eligible for federal grants and student loans.
¶12 Since 1952, a subsection of the American Bar Association (ABA) called the Council of the Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar has been the recognized agency for accrediting J.D. programs.13

¶13 The authorized accrediting body sets standards of quality that cover all aspects of educational institutions, including libraries. Accrediting bodies often set very general standards, such as a requirement that a school have a “satisfactory” or “adequate” library collection, with few detailed specifications.

¶14 To understand the discussion that follows, a brief examination of the various, sometimes confusing, terminology in this area is helpful. Academic libraries are expected to meet standards of quality. The scholarly literature of librarianship holds that standards are “a set of guidelines or recommended practices, developed by a group of experts, that serve as a model for good library service.”14 Although the term standard is used indiscriminately, it can mean anything from minimum to ordinary to excellent in quality.

¶15 Standards are first a minimum baseline that an institution must meet. But standards can also signify either average or acceptable performance, or at other times, excellence. In this sense, standards can be aspirational and encourage “good” schools to aim higher.

¶16 In addition, educators and librarians also use the word standards to represent the larger accreditation system itself. Indeed, “the standards” is sometimes used as shorthand for the entire ABA law school accreditation system and the way things are done in American legal education. Many characteristics of U.S. law schools are quite universal, and legal educators believe that these are required under the standards. In fact, this is not always so.

¶17 Given these many permutations, it is not surprising that practicing academic law librarians rely on additional, informal but commonly accepted criteria to build, operate, and accredit a law school library. A criterion also is a type of standard: “A standard, rule, or test on which a judgment or decision can be based.”15 Criteria are concrete and specific tools that serve to gel the vague quality requirements of the general standards into practically applicable guidelines. Some are now included in interpretations footnoted in the standards, which, while not binding as are the standards, are helpful. The data required by the ABA in its questionnaires is often used as quality criteria to judge quality internally and comparatively against other schools. Other criteria are not written anywhere, but are recognized by law librarians in practice. Surrounding
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and implementing the formal standards, these criteria serve almost as an
unwritten common law.16

¶18 If standards and criteria define the quality goals to reach for, what pro-
cesses and tools do accrediting agencies use to determine whether a law school
meets them? While the terms evaluation and assessment seem interchangeable, the
professional literature distinguishes the terms. The literature of librarianship sees
assessment as the internal process of a library gathering information on its own
performance and using it for self-improvement. Evaluation is an external judgment
on the institution’s worth and quality, perhaps including comparisons with peer
institutions.17

The A.B.A. Law Library Standards and Criteria

¶19 The ABA began regulating law school libraries in 1921 with a requirement
that law schools “supply an adequate library for the use of the students.”18 The
standards later added specific minimum levels for two key inputs: collection size
and the library materials budget.19

¶20 The print paradigm is reflected in the law school library accreditation
structure: the aspirational standards and guiding criteria, self-assessment and exter-
nal evaluation of a library’s success in meeting them, and measurement data such
as that gathered in the annual questionnaire. In all of these, the emphasis is on
“bigger is better.” Ownership of many books and other tangible items has defined
quality. Inspectors look to inputs of resources and find that libraries with deep
research collections of many volumes are of higher quality.

¶21 The ABA’s accreditation standards and process have relied consistently,
almost exclusively, on key quantitative inputs based on the print paradigm to mea-
sure law library quality. An important ABA tool in law school approval has been
the detailed numerical data collected in its mandatory annual questionnaire.20 Its
many questions have collected quantified data on law library resources, the most
important of which have been volume count and budget. Today’s questionnaire
collects quantitative data on many other law library inputs as well, such as titles,

16. An analogy made by then-ABA Deputy Consultant Stephen Yandle. Stephen Yandle, ABA Deputy
Consultant on Legal Education, ABA Update at the Southeastern Ass’n of Law Schools Annual
6, 6–10 (2004). A good academic library description of the differences is that “[a]ssessment is the
gathering of meaningful or purposeful data that will provide information that informs, improves or
confirms,” and “[e]valuation . . . is the assigning of merit, value or worth to the findings.” Id. at 7.
Library evaluation expert Peter Hernon also differentiates assessment from evaluation. Though both
involve planning, “in . . . assessment, the focus is on local improvement rather than a comparison with
peer institutions.” Peter Hernon & Robert E. Dugan, An Action Plan for Outcomes Assessment
in Your Library, at x (2002).
18. Glen-Peter Ahlers Sr., The History of Law School Libraries in the United States: From
Laboratory to Cyberspace 88 (2002).
19. Id. at 88-89.
20. See ABA STANDARDS, supra note 13, Interpretation 101–1, at 4.
interlibrary loan (ILL) transactions, and size of the staff, seating and square footage.\textsuperscript{21} “Volume count has taken on a greater significance than other library statistics because it is apparently easy to measure and can be used to compare or rank libraries,”\textsuperscript{22} and appears in places far beyond the accreditation context.

\textsuperscript{22} The ABA accreditation system, incorporating the print paradigm, serves at least four different functions. First, the accreditation standards are used for credentialing a law school, authorizing its graduates to sit for bar exams in the U.S. Second, a law school library uses these statistics for internal assessment in self-studies, budget projections, collection planning, buying decisions, and for other strategic planning purposes, including preparing for future ABA inspections. Third, the ABA statistics are used for external evaluation and comparative purposes, including determining the school’s ranking by \textit{U.S. News} and other law school directories. Interestingly, there is only one way a school’s law library can help the school move up in the \textit{U.S. News} rankings: increase the volume count. The volumes counted must fit the ABA’s definition of a print or microform volume,\textsuperscript{23} thus the \textit{U.S. News} formula does not recognize the existence of electronic sources. Finally, the ABA quality standards and assessment techniques derived from them have implicitly protected the multiple core missions of academic law libraries. Volume-count-based evaluations encourage a library to actively collect and preserve many authoritative print resources, and to own tangible resources that are available to provide wide, equitable access to legal information. The law library thus educates its user community and serves the public good. The resulting deep collections have allowed libraries collectively to build rich collections and participate in resource-sharing efforts. Though seldom consciously recognized, the print paradigm has, until now, enabled librarians to serve multiple core missions and values.

\textsuperscript{23} The print paradigm and traditional quality criteria have not been perfect, but in the past, when most information was contained in books and other tangible objects, the paradigm served as a shorthand indicator of quality. Besides, the ideal was attainable:

It used to be easy to be a librarian because everybody knew that the most important thing was to have every book that every faculty member or student might want within the walls.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{22} See also Laura N. Gasaway, \textit{Academic Law Library Statistics, 1876–1992}, 84 \textit{Law Libr. J.} 573 (1992) (giving a full account of the development of law library statistics by the ABA, AALL, and the Association of American Law Schools (AALS)).
\item U.S. News & World Report, Law Methodology, \url{http://grad-schools.usnews.rankingsandreviews.com/usnews/edu/grad/rankings/about/08law_meth_brief.php} (last visited Nov. 12, 2007) (measuring “library resources” as “[t]he total number of volumes and titles in the school’s law library at the end of the . . . fiscal year”).
\end{itemize}
The New Information Environment

How Technology Changes Libraries

¶24 Computer technology and electronic access to information are revolutionizing academic law libraries in both positive and negative ways. Electronic access offers many advantages over traditional books and journals. Digital sources allow rapid online full-text searching, even for a “needle in the haystack” term, eliminating the need to use digests or indexes. Type in some words and the search engine/software does the hard work of locating pertinent information. The researcher has more control over searches and resources, and does not have to wait for a library employee to check out an item—it’s instantly available. It is easy to print out or copy information for later use, or modify it via cut-and-paste word-processing features. Technology allows individuals and small groups to become publishers.

¶25 Electronic sources do not close for the day; they are available 24/7. “[T]here are no misshelved or lost books.” The user can conveniently access these sources remotely and does not have to physically travel to a library. And, of course, electronic information does not require many square feet of building space lined with heavy shelving to hold printed carriers of information.

¶26 With these exciting advantages come less well-known negative consequences. For example, electronic sources are notoriously ephemeral. Electronic documents and URL links disappear alarmingly quickly. This has serious implications for scholarship and access to the law in force at a given time. Moreover, when libraries buy books, they are owned in perpetuity, their authoritative text fixed at creation, and they can be made available to whomever the library wants. In contrast, licensed electronic information must be repurchased anew every year. Licenses frequently exclude use by “outsiders,” such as alumni, the public, and


25. Searchers are not “confined to the limitations of . . . relying upon the decision of a librarian to identify and classify the contents of a book so that it can be physically located in one place with other books that cover the same topic.” Gordon Russell, Re-Engineering the Law Library Resources Today for Tomorrow’s Users: A Response to “How Much of Your Print Collection Is Really on WESTLAW or LEXIS-NEXIS?”, LEGAL REFERENCE SERVICES Q., 2002, no. 2-3, at 29, 37.

26. Id.

27. For further discussion of these issues, see Mary Rumsey, Runaway Train: Problems of Permanence, Accessibility, and Stability in the Use of Web Sources in Law Review Citation, 94 LAW LIBR. J. 27, 2002 LAW LIBR. J. 2; William H. Walters, Criteria for Replacing Print Journals with Online Journal Resources: The Importance of Sustainable Access, 48 LIBR. RESOURCES & TECHNICAL SERVICES 300 (2004); Helane E. Davis, Keeping Validity in Cite: Web Resources Cited in Select Washington Law Reviews, 2001-03, 98 LAW LIBR. J. 639, 2006 LAW LIBR. J. 38.
sometimes even many of a school’s own students and professors. Governments or publishers can change language, deliberately or carelessly, threatening the integrity of the law.

¶27 This new information environment, with its incorporation of electronic information sources, has resulted in hybrid libraries containing both print and an ever-growing proportion of electronic information sources. Many commentators believe that a paradigm shift is underway and print sources will eventually be almost entirely replaced by electronic sources.28 Whether this trend results in electronic-only collections or mixed print and electronic collections, it is clear that electronic sources are an increasingly important part of library collections.

**Challenging Traditional Quality Criteria**

¶28 Despite its past utility, flaws were inherent in the print paradigm even before the widespread use of technology. Most obviously, bigger is not always better. Large numbers of volumes do not guarantee more effective information access. Huge research collections can be more complex and confusing to use.29 Excessive attention to volume count can distract from consideration of other bases of quality comparison. Moreover, too much focus on high volume counts creates incentives to inflate or manipulate a library’s count.30

¶29 Electronic access brings new problems. Traditional library assessment methods such as volume count do not measure intangible information, as there is no discernable “unit” of electronic access to count, and if there were, every library could “count” everything on Westlaw, LexisNexis, and the Internet as accessible units. Other questionnaire counts are problematic in measuring intangible electronic resources. For example, most academic law libraries have identical Westlaw subscriptions. Should every library count this as one title called “Westlaw,” or should libraries count separately the reporters, codes, and hundreds of other titles to which Westlaw provides access? Measurements of square footage of space and linear feet of book shelving are irrelevant when evaluating the depth of electronic collections.

¶30 Clinging to old criteria creates artificial buying decisions. Some libraries may purchase costly electronic products such as The Making of Modern Law database because it is owned, not licensed, and its cataloging records rapidly build the library’s title count, making an instantly “better” collection. Following traditional criteria in a time of double-digit inflation can result in wasting money by


30. See Flores, supra note 22, at 246–47.
buying the same information in both print and electronic formats. Predicting future collection growth by continuing to assume the growth of the print collection can skew facilities planning. Continued emphasis on inadequate criteria can result in new law schools building cookie-cutter libraries, as founders fear experimentation. All of this adds to increased student tuition and debt.31

¶31 Most importantly, the standards and surrounding criteria that once served to assess a library’s ability to fulfill core missions can no longer do so. As noted above, law librarians view stewardship, education, and service as core missions, yet the standards do not mention them. The traditional print paradigm by its very nature secured the multiple core missions of law libraries. Buy the books once and they would be preserved for future access, they would contain the exact authoritative words in the future as they do now, and they could be used by whomever the library wished to admit.

¶32 These core missions are threatened by the rapid, unplanned conversion from print to electronic resources. Today’s information environment fails to secure long-term preservation, vitiates fair use and other pro-user copyright protections, and forces librarians to actively deny access to the law. An electronic library is as expensive as a print library, but provides access only to a privileged few, and the information is only rented for a year at a time. The market is evolving to protect only “current access right now,” and restrictive licenses exclude all but the most affluent users.32 The wonders of electronic information come with significant hidden costs, threatening a library’s ability to fulfill core missions that are important to society.

¶33 The library’s service mission is also no longer measured by counts. Traditionally, the measure of how many librarians were available for how many hours could function to assess a library’s service. In an electronic environment, good service is a more elusive, qualitative goal, relying less on physical presence.

¶34 Although not reflected in current assessment criteria, law librarians are deeply concerned about the erosion of traditional library core missions. For example, many published articles, conferences, and online discussions passionately address the threats to core missions created by the paradigm shift to electronic legal information.33 In addition, values statements of
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32. A good discussion can be found in Jeremy Rifkin, The Age of Access: The New Culture of Hypercapitalism, Where All of Life is a Paid-For Experience (2000).
33. Authors of a bibliography of law library literature from 1995 to 2004 found that: "The number one issue on the minds of librarians and other information professionals is ‘who is minding the archives?’ While . . . electronic materials have earned their place in our law libraries, we are troubled by the complexities of the archival and, thus, future access issues. This concern underlies many of the debates over whether to e- or not to e-, and prevents us from coming to easy answers to the ubiquitous question—do we really need materials in both formats?" Paul E. Howard & Renee Y. Rastorfer, Do We Still Need Books? A Selected Annotated Bibliography, 97 LAW LIBR. J. 257, 257, 2005 LAW LIBR. J. 15, ¶ 2. See also Michelle M. Wu, Why Print and
Librarians’ professional associations reinforce the importance of these fundamental missions. The author’s short 2005 e-mail survey of twenty academic law library directors revealed that the biggest concerns were not ABA standards wording or volume counts. After the high cost of e-resources, directors were most concerned with preservation, access to e-information, quality and authority of legal sources, and technology’s effects on student learning and legal analysis.

¶35 If librarians see these missions as vital, why do ABA quality standards and criteria lack any mention of them as necessary components of quality? Probably because they have been taken for granted. Core missions did not have to be written into the standards because they were automatically protected by volume counts, assured through the print paradigm. Part of the difficulty in redefining quality to de-emphasize print resources may come from reluctance to abandon important missions without adequate replacement provisions in place.

¶36 Adherence to older print-based criteria that ignore electronic resources temporarily prolongs a library’s ability to serve these valued missions via books, but it does not address the threats themselves. Librarians can no longer rely on the assumptions of the print paradigm to uphold professional values and meet core missions.

Responses to Change Thus Far

What Has Been Done Vis-à-Vis Law School Library Standards?

¶37 Increasingly, there is a disconnect between the ABA’s Law Library Standards, criteria, and assessment tools, and the real world. In 1986, as computer-assisted legal research (CALR) use grew in law schools, the ABA revised its law library standards, liberalizing language to allow for information access, as well as ownership of physical books:

(a) The law school library shall contain the Core Collection Library Schedule, attached as Annex II.

(b) The law school library shall contain or provide appropriate access to additional publications and information services reasonably necessary for the proper conduct of the school’s educational and research programs.
The 1986 amendment also “provided that law school libraries should subscribe to a ‘[c]omputer assisted legal research service of national scope and broad subject coverage.’”

¶38 Discussing the drafts of the three ABA committees that prepared the 1986 revisions, Morse stated that:

Proposed standard 602 . . . does not specify book or nonbook format. The intent of the drafters was that any format would be acceptable as long as the library complied with proposed standard 603(d), which states that “[i]f the library contains materials in microform, tape or similar form, it shall provide the necessary viewing and listening equipment in an area suitable for its use.”

Morse added that the new standards “envision a wide variety of access mechanisms in addition to books . . . .” It is clear that Morse and others involved in the 1986 revisions saw them as opening the door widely to electronic research and closing it on volume counting.

¶39 The next significant amendment of the law library collection standards was in 1995, when the collection standard was amended to read: “[a] law library shall provide within the law school’s facilities, through ownership or reliable access, a core collection of essential materials.” Even more clearly than the 1986 amendments, this appeared to permit all collection resources in electronic-only format. Taylor interpreted the 1995 revision:

Standard 606(b) is designed to reflect the current use of technology in law libraries, while adhering to the philosophy that law libraries should acquire and retain an adequate collection to support the mission of the law school. . . . [The new standard] is intended to cover contracts, licenses, etc. as “reliable” access.

¶40 By 1997, the official interpretations reflected the 1995 revision. Interpretation 606-1 clarified that “the word ‘collection’ includes printed sources,
microforms, audio-visual works, and access to electronic formats.” Provisions remain substantially the same in the current ABA Standards.

¶41 With these amendments, the ABA Law Library Standards appear to allow an electronic library collection. The standards have eliminated all quantitative counts and format restrictions, even on core collection titles, and encourage access as well as ownership. If the standards are read literally, it would seem that the ABA would readily accredit a predominantly electronic library.

The Continued Reliance on Print

¶42 There is little clear data about the impact of the ABA’s 1986 and 1995 revisions. Journal articles continue to criticize the standards and volume counts as if the revisions had never happened. In Flores’s 1987 survey, law school deans and library directors criticized the practice of counting volumes. Zachert recognized the 1986 revision “brought electronic databases into the picture [but] raised new questions about how to evaluate collections.” She notes that “[f]or electronic collections . . . previous standards have to be adapted.” Martin remarked that as law libraries provide greater access through technology, “measuring a library’s quality by the books on its shelves will become increasingly silly. Different benchmarks will have to be invented . . . [to] emphasize access over ownership, and service over collections.”

¶43 In 1992, in its effort to become ABA-accredited, a new law school, Massachusetts School of Law (MSL), published a self-study report criticizing the print paradigm and efficiency reliance on volume counts to evaluate library quality. MSL argued that the 1986 standards revisions allowed a large percentage of electronic sources. This argument did not succeed.

¶44 In 1995, Daly reiterated familiar criticisms of “size as the measure of quality” and observed that when the ABA revised its standards in 1986, “many
believed that the bigger-is-better attitude had been repudiated.\textsuperscript{52} Daly pointed out that “the ABA still asks . . . for quantitative measures and little else,”\textsuperscript{53} and that “no group [had] made a serious, successful effort to design a methodology to replace the counting process with qualitative measures of access.”\textsuperscript{54} She hoped that the 1995 library standards revision would “depart from the traditional volume/title count . . . for evaluating law library collections.”\textsuperscript{55}

\textsection{45} In 2005 Hinderman observed that the “ABA Annual Questionnaire has primarily sought information regarding library inputs including the number of volumes owned and purchased”\textsuperscript{56} and, based on then-pending standards proposals, said that “it appears the ABA is moving toward requiring more outcomes-based assessment methods” and that “academic law libraries should begin to implement outcomes-based evaluation methods in their own environments now . . . .”\textsuperscript{57} Price observed that “[t]he incentives provided by the ABA either to build electronically, cooperatively, or to take advantage of technology by moving in the direction of access rather than ownership are very slight indeed.”\textsuperscript{58}

\textsection{46} If the revised standards allowed variety, one would have expected law school libraries founded after the two revisions to show increasing divergence. That did not happen. In fact, the law school libraries that have earned the quickest and easiest accreditation since 1995 utilized traditional print and microform collections.\textsuperscript{59} Only one new school, thus far, has relied primarily on nonprint holdings.\textsuperscript{60} There are several

\textsuperscript{52} Id. at 62.
\textsuperscript{53} Id.
\textsuperscript{54} Id. at 63.
\textsuperscript{55} Daly, supra note 51, at 63.
\textsuperscript{57} Id. at 20.
\textsuperscript{59} Edmund P. Edmonds & Margaret Maes Axtmann, \textit{A Law Library in the New Century: The Creation of the University of St. Thomas Law Library}, LEGAL REFERENCES SERVICES Q., 2002, no. 2-3, at 175. The founders of the St. Thomas School of Law in 2002 decided “that access and ownership would have equal consideration. . . .” Id. at 177. However, they describe a fairly traditional print collection, stating that “we elected not to pursue a more aggressive position of relying exclusively on electronic access for these primary sources” for several reasons, including “analysis of the Standards for Approval of Law Schools.” Id. at 179-80. The author’s experiences as founding law library director at two start-up law schools, Massachusetts School of Law and Florida International University (FIU), proved to be very different experiences. Using a traditional law school model, FIU received provisional, and recently full, approval as fast as is possible under the ABA Standards. See \textit{FIU College of Law Receives Bar Association Accreditation}, SUN-SENTINEL (Fl. Lauderdale), Dec. 2, 2006, at 3B.
\textsuperscript{60} Charleston School of Law in Charleston, South Carolina, received provisional ABA accreditation in December 2006. Press Release, Charleston School of Law, Charleston School of Law Wins Accreditation (Dec. 3, 2006), http://www.charlestonlaw.org/news/06.1203.accreditation.htm. Gordon Russell, its Associate Dean and Director of Law Library and Information, stated at the AALL Annual Meeting on July 15, 2007, that the library’s collection has 28,000 print volumes, no microforms, and over 300,000 links to digital assets. Blogs, Working Papers, Electronic Publishing: Will Changes in Legal Scholarship Affect the Future Development of Library Collections?, program presented at the 100th Annual Meeting of the Am. Ass’n of Law Libraries, New Orleans (July 15, 2007) (audiotape available from Mobiletape Co.).
reasons why schools may have hesitated to rely on the amendments to emphasize their nonprint holdings. The difficulties experienced by new law schools that relied heavily on nonprint collections may have caused understandable caution. In addition, old assumptions of measuring quality solely by inputs counts are still built in to the ABA’s primary evaluation tools, the annual and site visit questionnaires. Site visit evaluators report facts and numbers only, not qualitative statements. Electronic resources are not included in most ABA annual statistics. Thus, the ABA is not even counting all collection inputs, let alone outputs or outcomes.

¶47 The standards are usually blamed for law school libraries’ conservatism, but they have been expanded and so cannot be solely responsible for the continuing conservatism. Perhaps it is habit; perhaps it is due to the ABA questionnaires. Perhaps it is because the standards revisions fail to address librarians’ concerns about eroding core library missions in a nonprint environment.

Proposals for Change
In the Academic Literature

¶48 Independent of technology, two other trends in the 1980s and 1990s pushed nonlaw academic libraries far beyond law school libraries in developing new assessment techniques.61

¶49 First, in the 1970s and 1980s, groundbreaking publications by professors of library science and academic librarians questioned the assumption that bigger inputs of resources automatically result in a better library, and advocated assessing libraries from the user’s perspective.62 Libraries were urged to assess quality by outputs (also called performance measures), “measures quantifying workload undertaken or completed . . . .”63 Outputs may be expressed as ratios: e.g., number of librarians as to number of students.64 In the 1990s, the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) developed statistical instruments utilizing outputs to measure the level of use of library resources and services.65


63. HERNON & DUGAN, supra note 17, at 2.


¶50 Second, in the 1980s and 1990s taxpayers and policymakers criticized what they saw as excessive emphasis on research to the detriment of student education. Increased emphasis on institutional accountability and higher standards sparked federal and state legislation requiring regional accrediting bodies and educational institutions to implement and meet standards to assess each academic institution’s “success with respect to student achievement in relation to the institution’s mission . . . .”66 Failure to meet these standards rendered an institution ineligible for federal funding.67 Under the Higher Education Amendments of 1998,68 each institution’s quality, including its library’s, must be evaluated against its own unique chosen mission and “individual institutions must be able to produce evidence that their students have experienced positive outcomes as a result of their exposure to the institution’s programs.”69 Accountability mandates thus spurred development of outcomes (also called impacts) assessment. “Outcomes [are] benefits or changes for individuals or populations during or after participating in program activities, including new knowledge, increased skills, changed attitudes or values, modified behavior, improved condition, or altered status. . . .”70 Outcomes assessment also focuses on the qualitative experience of library users. In the 1990s ARL began testing new measures emphasizing service quality and outcome indicators.

¶51 Outputs and outcomes are often confused. The recent Report of the ABA Task Force on Accreditation uses the two terms interchangeably,71 but the literature distinguishes them.72 Legal education lags behind higher education in responding to these developments.

From the Formal Literature of Law Librarianship

¶52 Authors of the limited literature on law library assessment universally criticize the continuing use of volume count and other inputs as quality indicators and conclude that qualitative measures should be developed. The literature, however,

66. 20 U.S.C. § 1099b(a)(5) (2000). Hinderman, supra note 56, at 18–19, writes that many law schools are part of a university or college, and thus fall under these regional accrediting standards. This should require many law schools to produce evidence of outcomes assessment and service quality.
69. Hinderman, supra note 56, at 11.
70. Rudd, supra note 4, at 20. Also, “[m]easures designed to show the impact or effect that a program’s resources and services have on individuals and the cumulative impact on the institution as a whole are known as outcomes measures.” Hinderman, supra note 56, at 11.
72. “Outcomes differ from outputs (services provided) in that outcomes are the impact of the outputs on the environment.” Peter Herndon & Charles R. McClure, Evaluation and Library Decision Making 36 (1990).
offers few specific alternatives. Four articles offer hortatory calls for more qualitative measures of worth, but give no suggestions.\(^\text{73}\) Two of those suggest that title counts, though imperfect, are preferable to volume counts in the interim.\(^\text{74}\)

\(^\text{¶53}\) The newest article is the most specific. Hinderman notes that federal law requiring outcomes-based assessment applies to law schools that are part of a university, but that ABA and AALS standards, unlike those of regional accrediting agencies, do not address outcomes-based assessment.\(^\text{75}\) She lays out a process that law school libraries could use to develop their own outcomes assessment programs and identifies potential qualitative tools, such as surveys, portfolios, and interviews.\(^\text{76}\) Hinderman, however, does not give any specific examples of assessment, nor does she address the need for systemwide change by the ABA or the profession.

**Recent Revisions to the Annual Questionnaire**

\(^\text{¶54}\) Rather than further amending the ABA’s formal standards, contemporary attempts to update library assessment focus on the Annual Questionnaire, the source of many criteria and the mechanism for collecting volume, title, and other counts.

\(^\text{¶55}\) Following a failed attempt in the early 2000s to question schools on Web-based holdings, in May 2006 the chair of the Law Libraries Committee of the ABA Section of Legal Education reported its intention to propose new statistical measures. “Libraries will continue to count and report print, microform and non-book titles [but] there will be no attempt to count electronic or digital titles.”\(^\text{77}\) The committee believed that the difficulties in counting electronic titles made this impossible. For electronic resources, “the key measure would be dollars spent on electronic resources.”\(^\text{78}\)

\(^\text{¶56}\) In November 2006, the committee released for comment proposed revisions to the questionnaire consistent with its earlier announcement.\(^\text{79}\) It proposed eliminating counts of print volumes, microform volume equivalents, and serial titles and subscriptions. “Titles owned by the library will be the primary collection measure.”\(^\text{80}\) Counts of “electronic titles (owned)” would be added to print and

---

73. Flores, supra note 22; Martin, supra note 48; Zachert, supra note 46; Daly, supra note 51.
74. Flores, supra note 22, at 247; Martin, supra note 48, at 139.
76. Id. at 20–32.
77. Posting of Rita Reusch, Chair of the Law Libraries Comm. of the ABA Section Legal of Educ. & Admissions to the Bar, reuschr@law.utah.edu, to lawlibdir@lists.washlaw.edu (May 25, 2006) (on file with author).
78. Id.
79. Joint posting of Allen Easley, President & Dean, William Mitchell College of Law, Chair of the Annual Questionnaire Comm. of the ABA Section Legal Educ. & Admissions to the Bar, allen.easley@wmitchell.edu, and Rita Reusch, Chair of Law Libraries Comm., reuschr@law.utah.edu, posted to leap-library-changes@mail.abanet.org, a new ABA listserv composed of deans and law library directors of ABA-accredited law schools (Nov. 27, 2006) (on file with author).
80. Id.
microform title counts. This definition excludes most electronic resources, which are licensed from vendors, not owned by libraries. In May 2007, the committee announced it would recommend the proposal to the ABA Council of the Section on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar. While it still believed “that volume counts are no longer critical measures of law library compliance with accreditation standards,” due to comments expressing concern about “abrupt cessation” of data collection, it would propose continuing volume counts in the 2007 and 2008 questionnaires and then eliminating them. “This will give the academic law library community time to develop alternative approaches.” In June 2007, the council passed this proposal. The 2007 questionnaire is posted on the section’s Web site.

Assessment Indicators Discussed Online by Law Library Directors

Despite limited formal literature, law library directors have actively discussed possible new assessment methods online, particularly changes in the annual questionnaire. A general summary of these ideas may suggest new directions.

Most commentators agreed that volume count should be eliminated or de-emphasized as the primary quality measure of a library. All favored development of new assessment techniques to recognize the growing number of electronic resources essential to their collections.

Proposals for replacement fell in two general categories. Most focused on quantitative assessment and recommended redefinition or further development of quantitative measures already in the annual questionnaire, such as adding some sort of count of e-resources, replacing volume count with title count, measuring e-resources through expenditures, adding librarian-faculty or -student ratios, or developing a formula composed of several such measurements. A few focused on qualitative evaluation techniques used by non-law academic libraries and advocated that law libraries abandon quantitative measurements and instead rely on qualitative, user-centered assessment.

As in the formal literature, title count was most often suggested as a better measurement of electronic resources than volume count, though it is still a quantitative input. Traditionally a collection is seen as deeper when a library has one copy each of three different titles (title count of three, volume count of three) than

81. Id. (emphasis in original).
82. Joint posting of Allen Easley, President & Dean, William Mitchell College of Law, Chair of the Annual Questionnaire Committee of the ABA Section of Legal Educ. & Admissions to the Bar, allen.easley@wmitchell.edu, and Rita Reusch, Chair of Law Libraries Committee, reuschr@law.utah.edu, posted to leap-library-changes@mail.abanet.org (May 10, 2007) (on file with author).
83. Id.
84. Posting of Rita Reusch, Chair of Law Libraries Comm., reuschr@law.utah.edu, posted to lawlibdir@lists.washlaw.edu (July 5, 2007) (on file with author).
85. ABA 2007-2008 Questionnaires, supra note 21.
86. Summary based on discussions on lawlibdir@lists.washlaw.edu during the years 2005 through 2007. These informal discussions did not reference the formal literature (posts on file with author).
if it has three copies of the same title (title count of one, volume count of three.) However, it is difficult to apply well-established rules for counting titles in print and microform to bundled electronic resources. Some discussants noted that if only individual bibliographic records on e-resources are viewed as signals of a higher quality library, it may divert librarian attention to cataloging from more relevant access points, such as Web access. Questions arose about “aggregators,” services that bundle together many different electronic sources, including whole indexes and databases as well as individual titles, but package them in different ways, raising questions about what constitutes a title.

¶61 Several participants suggested that instead of absolute counts, the questionnaire should provide a list of “core” electronic resources most likely available in law libraries. A library would check off those it held. Another idea was to count only those individually cataloged titles that could be reasonably expected to support research by faculty and students.

¶62 A few librarians considered ranking based on overall collection excellence (on undefined criteria) or rankings of libraries’ excellent in-depth collections in chosen specialty subjects. For example, Library X might receive a top ranking for a superior collection in legal history, while receiving an average rating for other topics. No specifics were discussed.87

¶63 Fiscal measurements were also recommended. Many discussants advocated reporting a separate dollar figure for e-resources as part of the total materials budget, or reporting the percentage of the materials budget spent on electronic sources. Commentators noted both the advantages and limitations of this technique, which would allow peer and aspirational comparisons and show the relative emphasis different libraries place on e-resources. While any budget-based measure, absolute or proportionate, has the flaw of measuring inputs rather than outputs or outcomes, some noted that money spent on services may be the best of an imperfect lot of comparative indicators of institutional commitment.

¶64 There was far less discussion of output and outcome measures. A few discussants hoped that unspecified qualitative measures of library use or user behavior could be developed. Ideally, library impact on user behavior and research skills would be measured, perhaps by counting the “hits” received on a library’s online catalog, Web site, and databases, number of reference questions from students and faculty, or transactions per student. Some recommended looking at the outputs of faculty and student satisfaction and the services provided, but offered no specifics.

¶65 Beyond collection measures, many librarians found it imperative to measure the types and amounts of services provided. Some recommended patron assessment, including a qualitative staple, user surveys, to reveal how patrons

87. One possibility would be to structure this like a collection development plan, with levels ranging from “not collected” to “extensive.”
themselves rated service. Others suggested development of a standardized checklist of core services and comparison of libraries based on which and how many of these were offered.

¶66 Many librarians believed the ABA questionnaire should reflect librarians’ increasing teaching roles with questions asking about how often librarians teach in first year programs, advanced research courses, or in substantive courses. However, thus far the discussion has not gone much further in recognizing the importance of core missions to the challenge of assessment.

Discussion and Critique of Proposals

¶67 The profession and the ABA continue to focus on revising inputs and quantitative assessment methods. Too often the question asked has been “What type of count will replace volume count?”

¶68 Occasional recognition in the literature of the need for qualitative assessment and outcomes criteria, in deference to current assessment theory, is no longer enough. The conversation seems to be “stuck.” Law librarians and the ABA have struggled for twenty years to redefine accreditation standards and criteria to recognize electronic access. These incremental efforts, including the recently adopted questionnaire revisions, have focused solely on collection counts and have overlooked a critical factor: the print paradigm itself is melting away. Information access is re-forming into, at the least, a hybrid print-electronic paradigm, and, as time goes on, into a predominantly electronic paradigm of information access.

¶69 To develop new quality indicators that adequately recognize information access and services in this post-print age, the profession needs to refocus and ask different questions: What is a ‘quality’ academic law library? Why do we have standards? What is valued enough to warrant assessment? The standards’ purpose is not just to produce a number to use in ABA questionnaires. While developing a new number that includes nonprint sources would cause the least disruption to the status quo, it would not serve to completely capture what “quality” means, now that the underlying traditional print paradigm is eroding.

¶70 The print paradigm’s core missions and values have been embodied in past standards of quality, both in the generalized sense of having high standards and in prescriptive accreditation standards for law schools. The ABA accreditation system has served more functions than the ABA’s sole declared purpose of minimum entry standards. Until now, academic law librarians have hung on to volume count, even under accreditation standards that no longer require it, not only because it was the traditional approach for measuring quality, but also because it has protected the core missions that law librarians value most. Volume count has been a jack-of-all-trades, a valuable short-form, multipurpose quality indicator.

88. Possibly faculty and student surveys could be standardized and require a certain level of participation.
¶71 In the post-print era, volume counts can no longer serve as the proxy or indicator of quality. A new approach is needed. If the profession steps back from collection counts, and instead focuses on redefining and enlarging the definition of quality, the door will open to develop other quality assessment indicators which can serve multiple functions, including protection of core missions.

What Needs to Be Done

Reconsidering the Paradigm—Toward a Richer Definition of Quality

¶72 Most importantly, new indicators in a post-print era must be able to assess a library’s performance of core law library missions as integral parts of its overall quality. The discussion below does not set forth a complete set of new criteria; rather, it seeks to begin the discussion by outlining key considerations that should inform their development.

¶73 Rather than moving from one exclusive technique—inputs—to an exclusively qualitative approach, experts advise use of several assessment techniques.89 A composite of many discrete indicia gives a richer picture of a given library. Indicators could eventually be accumulated into a formula or a ranked index indicating overall performance,90 allowing deliberate inclusion of core missions as part of library quality.

Proposals for ABA to Adopt Standards and Criteria on Core Missions

¶74 Recall that in the print paradigm, volume count served as a proxy for assessing at least three core library missions: stewardship, education, and service. In the new era, law librarians need innovative approaches to assess a library’s performance with respect to each mission.

Proposal 1: Stewardship Mission

¶75 A general stewardship standard should be added to require law libraries to participate in collaborative and individual efforts to ensure continuing equitable access to and preservation of high quality, authoritative legal information. Since the traditional assessment system has judged libraries only on their isolated


collections, cooperative work should be explicitly required to convey the message that it now “counts” toward quality.

¶76 Shared responsibility is essential for the survival of what librarians value most. Despite the tradition of library autonomy, academic law librarians have built and shared their collections trusting that other libraries, particularly large research libraries, have been collecting the rest, preserving it, and making it available to other librarians and patrons. Information has thus been available “somewhere.” It is now becoming too expensive for even top academic research libraries to collect this thoroughly.

¶77 Libraries cannot equitably expect a free ride by depending on other libraries to bankroll all the necessary staffing and infrastructure to accomplish valued goals. “We run the risk of relying on others until there are no others to rely on. If every library were to rely on interlibrary loan to supply its own collection, the system collapses.”91 Similarly, if all libraries do not contribute to preservation and equitable access, there will be nothing preserved and there will be no access. Law libraries that devote time and money to support these vital missions should get credit for this work.

¶78 Feasibility, as much as fairness, dictates more extensive cooperation to prevent loss of legal information, especially information available only in digital form. Preservation is a large, costly endeavor and “as such does not lend itself to solution by smaller actors like individual law schools . . . .”92 All need to contribute to the common good for core missions and values to survive. Gorman urges libraries to go in “the direction of incorporation, cooperation, coexistence, and peaceful progress.”93 We should aim high.

¶79 The new stewardship standard should be applied through the ABA annual questionnaire. It is difficult to create three neatly separate sub-questions on access, preservation, and collaboration. The stewardship missions do not exist in watertight compartments. Work on one usually contributes to others. For example, preservation work through membership in the Legal Information Preservation Alliance (LIPA) also contributes to broader access to authoritative, high quality information (the type chosen for preservation) and strengthens collaboration. An institutional repository, with the authenticity of its documents vouched for by an educational institution, enables both wider access and preservation. Questions must be flexible and address both individual and collaborative work. Also, definitions should accompany questions to clarify what is meant by the new, different options.

92. Susan Westerberg Prager, Law Libraries and the Scholarly Mission, 96 LAW LIBR. J. 513, 523, 2004 Law Libr. J. 31, ¶ 28. “Law schools and their libraries acting in isolation from the university as a whole, or universities acting in isolation from one another and important other actors such as government entities, cannot address the challenges adequately.” Id. at 514, ¶ 2.
93. GORMAN, supra note 5, at vii.
¶80 While the 2007 Annual Questionnaire regressedively eliminated questions on collaboration, the questionnaire used in 2006 and before contained several questions that can serve as good examples of how to expand questions to obtain richer data on quality and collaboration.94 Former question 11 on interlibrary collaboration asked if the library is a member of any “consortia providing resource sharing, mutual access to services, cooperative collection development or other collaborative activities among the participating libraries?” with a simple yes/no answer.95 In an expanded formulation, collaborative activities should be defined broadly to include collaboration on core missions, such as joint preservation efforts, and experimental joint ventures, such as shared virtual catalogs or reference, as well as traditional ILL networks. If collaboration for its own sake were enough, one long A–Z check-off list of all possible collaborative programs would suffice. However, this would not focus attention on efforts most important to library quality.96 Therefore a revised questionnaire should ask more targeted questions on organizations and efforts that further core missions.

¶81 The first cluster of questions should focus on broader access via resource sharing. As examples: To which resource-sharing networks does the law library belong—OCLC, regional affiliates, other state, regional, and academic networks, or others? What preferences come with membership, such as free ILL transactions or rush service? Which ILL and document management tools are used by the library: ILLiad loan management software, Ariel document transmission system, Odyssey software, OCLC’s WorldCat Resource Sharing system, or other tools? What types of delivery methods are used: standard mail, overnight, fax service, a consortial courier truck, other? What is the average delivery time?

¶82 Questions should also address mutual access to services, which are less standardized than ILL networks. Each consortium membership brings many and different services, and corresponding obligations, to a library. Libraries could write in names of the multiple consortia to which they belong and list the mutual services provided and received. The questionnaire could list only the services most important to core stewardship missions.97

¶83 In collaborative collection development, libraries agree to purchase heavily in designated subject areas and rely more on other members’ collections for other topics.98 Individual libraries use their funding efficiently and attend to col-

---

95. See id. at 6.
96. For example, while it is admirable if members of a regional law librarians’ chapter cooperate to benefit a charity, it is less relevant to the quality of their libraries than collaboration on resource sharing or preservation.
97. For example, cooperative reference service between libraries, shared union lists and catalogs, and a shared scholarship repository definitely expand access, while joint staff training and centralized billing may not.
lection and preservation of important sources—and members receive access to a richer shared collection. The questionnaire could ask for descriptions of such efforts and what subject areas are covered. For example, the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities revised its library standards to give credit for expanded access through the Orbis Cascade Alliance, which shares purchasing, borrowing, and electronic access through a shared catalog and a daily courier service.99

¶84 On bibliographic access, the former ABA questionnaire encouraged collaborative action more than the bare new questionnaire. Former question 11 asked if the law library participated in OCLC (the shared central bibliographic database) with a yes/no answer choice.100 Instead of the yes/no reply, which enables a library to receive full credit whether it contributes one record or a thousand, the question could ask for the number of records contributed. The question could also list regional affiliates (Nelinet, etc.) and other joint bibliographic groups, such as Innovative Law Users Group (ILUG), and a library could check off those in which it participates.101

¶85 Former question 12 asked what percentage of titles was included in the online catalog, while question 13 asked “from what locations can faculty and students access the online catalog?”102 General quality could be assessed by asking what types of resources are in the library’s catalog: does the library catalog Westlaw and Lexis resources? Other electronic products? Web sites? Does the library participate in networked virtual or union catalogs? Individual library quality could be further measured by a check-off list of bibliographic “best practices.” There could be an “other” line for individual libraries to fill in other bibliographic efforts, individual or cooperative. These specifics give a much richer picture of the quality of a library’s internal bibliographic access, as well as its collaborative work toward the greater good. These factors could be converted to a point score based on the number of quality signifiers the library follows.

¶86 The open access movement has opened up new avenues for scholarly publication through electronic journals, ideally making literature widely accessible and preserving it.103 Most law schools subscribe to, and many publish, series on

---


100. ABA 2006 QUESTIONNAIRE, supra note 94, at 6 (question 11). The questionnaire discouraged free riders by defining “participation” as actual contribution of records to the database.

101. Ideally, groups would require qualifying actions to encourage efforts beyond nominal membership.

102. ABA 2006 QUESTIONNAIRE, supra note 94, at 6.

103. Peter Suber gives a good overview of open access at http://www.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/overview.htm (last revised June 19, 2007). ARL’s SPARC, the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition, an international alliance of academic and research libraries, has further information at:
the Social Science Resource Network (SSRN) and Berkeley Electronic Press (bepress). These may be under library auspices. While a general subscription for viewing is like any other library subscription, a question could ask about school- or library-sponsored publication, substantial authorship in subject series, and other electronic publication. Also, the questionnaire could ask about library membership and participation in other open source efforts.

¶87 Preservation of paper and digital sources is critical to good stewardship. “Legal information is at the core of a democracy. From the U.S. Constitution to local legislation and court decisions, legal information is fundamental to the principles of open government to which citizens have free access.”104 Questions should focus on the law library’s support for preservation though membership in relevant organizations, subscriptions to products that preserve authoritative information, and other efforts to “accept stewardship responsibility for designated areas of legal information.”105 A library could list other preservation collaborations in which it is involved, such as partnering with state or local government agencies, courts, state libraries and archives, or other academic institutions. Current Q.9 on maintenance could expand to ask about in-house efforts such as use of LOCKSS software,106 the OCLC Digital Archive, or a university repository. Libraries should be asked whether they are members of LIPA, the organization focused expressly on preserving legal information. The library could also list other preservation-related organizations and ventures that it supports. For example, Law Library Microform Consortium (LLMC),107 Legal Education Document Archive (LEDA),108 or others not specific to law, such as the Council on Library and Information Resources (CLIR)109 and Center for Research Libraries (CRL).110 The questionnaire could


106. LOCKSS Program ("Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe") is a Stanford University Libraries program using a “LOCKSS-box” computer with “open source software that provides librarians with an easy and inexpensive way to . . . preserve, and provide access to their own, local copy of authorized content.” LOCKSS, About LOCKSS, http://www.lockss.org/lockss/About_LOCKSS (last visited Nov. 13, 2007).


109. CLIR “works to expand access to information, however recorded and preserved, as a public good.” Council on Library & Information Resources, http://www.clir.org (last visited Nov. 13, 2007).

110. “CRL is a consortium of North American universities, colleges, and independent research libraries [that] acquires and preserves traditional and digital resources for research and teaching and makes
contain a check-off list of products, commercial and nonprofit, that support preservation, such as resources from LLMC, Making of Modern Law, HeinOnline, Lexis/CIS, JSTOR, and others. The library could list memberships in digital repositories, electronic archives organized by discipline or institution, which may be hosted by a law school, its university, or a central entity such as the New England Law Library Consortium (NELLCO). There are many good resources on the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) Web site.111

¶88 The questionnaire could also inquire about a library’s public access efforts, including whether the law library allows the public to use the library, assists prisoners with legal information, serves community groups, schools, or nonprofit institutions, or participates in collaborative reference services open to pro bono patrons. To whom is the print collection available? What electronic resources are widely available rather than restricted by tight licenses?

Proposal 2: Education Mission

¶89 Law librarians are professional legal educators. Hence, assessment should consider the amounts and types of teaching done by law librarians in their own right, as well as support given to others’ teaching. Current standards can be amended and questions added to the annual questionnaire.

¶90 As part of an educational institution, an academic law library should contribute directly to the education, learning, and scholarship of students and faculty. With the growth of complex sources, and the diminution of legal research training in first-year programs, law schools cannot depend on law students picking up research skills after graduation. The MacCrate Report and its predecessor, the Cramton Report, both emphasized the importance of teaching legal research skills.112 ABA Standard 302 (1) now requires law schools to ensure that each student receives “substantial instruction . . . in legal research.”113 A proposed bar examination on legal research would further underscore this obligation.114 Professional law librarians are most qualified to teach these skills.

¶91 Many law librarians already do a good deal of teaching in first-year programs, advanced legal research courses, orientation for new users, instruction on specialized legal subjects in substantive courses, continuing legal education ses-

---

114. For a good discussion of the need for and methodology of testing legal research skills on a bar exam, see Steven M. Barkan, Should Legal Research Be Included on the Bar Exam? An Exploration of the Question, 99 Law Libr. J. 403, 2006 Law Libr. J. 23.
sions, small groups in the library, and individualized teaching in faculty liaison programs and to patrons—but the value of this teaching and substantial time invested are not recognized by the ABA. Although current Standard 601(a) contains a general duty of supporting the teaching and learning of others,¹¹⁵ and Standard 605 obliquely refers to potential teaching by librarians,¹¹⁶ the current annual questionnaire has no question on librarian teaching.¹¹⁷

¶92 The questionnaire should add questions on librarian involvement in these different forms of teaching, including the number of librarians involved, number of contact hours provided, and the topics taught. If adopted, a bar exam on legal research would be a good measure of student outcomes.

¶93 Beyond legal research, there is also the essential new skill of information literacy: students’ ability to identify reliable, authentic information from online clutter or misinformation, critically evaluate it, and use it effectively.¹¹⁸ Professional librarians in other educational institutions actively teach information literacy, often using ACRL’s Information Literacy Competency Standards¹¹⁹ and its Objectives for Information Literacy.¹²⁰ This should be added to legal research training.

¶94 The annual questionnaire should ask if and how law librarians teach information literacy skills, including the number of librarians involved, number of contact hours provided, and in what venues. Next, the study committee (see Proposal 4, infra) should consult ACRL’s widely used information literacy assessment methods, which can be adapted to “local uses and unique situations, and into disciplinary-based guidelines for accreditation,”¹²¹ and ARL’s standardized assessment of information literacy skills, ProjectSAILS.¹²² These approaches and instruments could be adapted to the law school setting.¹²³ Also worth investigating is

¹¹⁵. ABA Standards, supra note 13, Standard 601(a), at 42.
¹¹⁶. Id. Standard 605, at 44.
¹²³. OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATION, supra note 89, at 149 (explains several methods to evaluate student learning).
ETS’s *iSkills* assessment, a comprehensive test of information and communication technology proficiency that measures both cognitive and technical skills.124

¶95 In the longer term, a study committee could develop more sensitive assessment tools for this mission.

*Proposal 3: Service Mission*

¶96 Service to library users is central, and use-based assessment techniques yielding outputs and outcomes, and qualitative techniques assessing user satisfaction should be developed. This will bring law school library assessment into accord with modern assessment theory and enable compliance with federal accreditation requirements.

¶97 The study committee should first consult with ARL on its programs and instruments for outcomes assessment. Its most mature assessment tool, the LibQUAL+ Web-based survey for measuring user satisfaction with library service quality, is a logical place to start. More than 1000 libraries, including some law school libraries, have implemented it.125 ARL also offers DigiQUAL, an instrument measuring digital library service quality.126 ARL offers a consulting service to assist libraries in implementing the instruments,127 and even a Service Quality Evaluation Academy.128 In addition, there are many good online collections of assessment information hosted by educational institutions.129 Descriptions of types of qualitative evaluation methods are available in writings by Hernon and McClure,130 Hinderman,131 and Hernon and Dugan.132

¶98 Baker and Lancaster offer useful examples based on academic library studies testing assessment tools, including qualitative instruments. Their insightful discussion on evaluation of reference services suggests expanded questions to

---


125. LibQUAL+, *Welcome to LibQUAL+*, [http://www.libqual.org](http://www.libqual.org) (last visited Nov. 6, 2007) (“LibQUAL+ is a suite of services that libraries use to solicit, track, understand, and act upon users’ opinions of service quality. . . . The program’s centerpiece is a rigorously tested Web-based survey . . .”).

126. StatsQUAL, [http://www.digiqual.org](http://www.digiqual.org) (last visited Nov. 6, 2007) (“StatsQUAL includes instruments and data such as . . . DigiQUAL”).


130. Hernon and McClure have a useful chart summarizing the methods and their strengths and weaknesses. HERNON & MCCLUERE, supra note 72, at 92–93, fig.5-7.


132. HERNON & DUGAN, supra note 17, at 104–10.
obtain quantitative and qualitative data: “[W]hen evaluating the overall success of reference services, the following questions are all appropriate: To what extent is the population aware that reference service is provided? How many questions are received? Are the answers given both complete and correct? How often are patrons satisfied with the answers they receive?” In addition to a simple count of questions received, the library should collect data on the number that the library attempted to answer. A thorough evaluation would also categorize the reasons the library did not attempt to answer certain questions, such as lack of necessary resources, lack of experience, or policy reasons, such as a patron who is ineligible to use the library. In addition, the library should track the proportion of answers that were complete and correct and the average time taken to answer the questions. Surveys of patrons who do not ask librarians for help can be even more useful: other studies show patrons did not ask for assistance when “they did not want to bother the busy librarian, . . . they felt the question was too simple, or . . . they were not satisfied with the image or past services of a librarian.”

¶99 Many law school libraries already keep statistics on the number and types of inquiries received, and do periodic surveys of faculty and student satisfaction. These basic statistical instruments and surveys could be expanded and standardized so that all law schools are tracking the same information for the annual questionnaire.

¶100 Use-based quantitative indicators attempt to measure usage of electronic resources, such as the number of hits on library Web resources and usage of electronic subscriptions. Libraries might consider membership in COUNTER (Counting Online Usage of Networked Electronic Resources), an international initiative designed to facilitate online usage statistics. Another method would be to sample use in a given time period. It would be logical to examine ARL’s MINES, an online survey measuring the impact of networked electronic services.

Proposal 4: Study Committee on Expanded Assessment Techniques

¶101 Law librarians should not continue to rely solely on ABA accreditors, most of whom are not law librarians, to develop quality indicators. Nor should every library be left on its own to reinvent the wheel. Individual law libraries do not have the technical expertise or surplus staff to develop a personalized qualitative assessment plan from scratch, though that is the ideal under pure qualitative assessment theory. Qualitative research, statistics, and data analysis are complex and best

133. Baker & Lancaster, supra note 3, at 18.
134. See id. at 232.
135. Id. at 233.
outsourced to professionals. A central law librarians group could grapple with the unwieldy, voluminous assessment and evaluation literature, and develop standard measures that an individual library cannot.

¶102 Law librarians themselves need to take a much more active role in developing well-informed quality assessment alternatives. AALL is the logical organization to take the initiative, just as ARL and ACRL assist universities and regional accreditors by addressing these issues for their members. The Academic Law Librarians Special Interest Section (ALL-SIS) would be most suited to confronting these issues. (An alternative would be a new Library Assessment SIS.) The SIS should create a study committee on assessment, which could start by examining the more developed programs and instruments of other academic libraries. ARL’s and ACRL’s work over the past ten years should serve as starting points to be adapted to law school library and ABA needs. The committee and SIS can develop standardized assessment instruments and guidelines to assist the ABA. This would allow economies of scale and hiring of professionals with the technical expertise to develop good evaluation techniques and instruments.

¶103 The committee could also develop a standard template or toolkit on outcomes assessment. This can be piloted by some ABA-approved law school libraries to test its efficacy. Adjustments can be made before formal adoption. Multiple new measures, clearly labeled as such, should be tested in the near future, not just one or two proposals at a time. This will establish which indicators are valid and give a richer picture of academic law libraries.

¶104 It is also useful to learn from other colleagues’ experiences. The Law School Survey of Student Engagement (LSSSE) used by an increasing number of law schools\(^{139}\) should be studied with an eye to including more relevant questions on law libraries.\(^{140}\) Other useful sources are the actual questionnaires and instruments used by regional accrediting agencies when inspecting university libraries, such as the New England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC) library questionnaire, and by the Special Libraries Association and Association of Health Sciences Libraries.

¶105 In the longer term, U.S. academic law libraries should study the more advanced quality indicator programs used in European libraries. These are often based on international standard ISO 11620 on performance measurement in libraries.\(^{141}\) A group of Dutch university libraries developed performance indicators to measure the effectiveness of their services in relation to users’ requirements and to

---


140. The current instrument has only one question (6f) on student satisfaction with libraries. It classifies “library assistance” as non-academic support, despite emphasizing academic papers which presumably need research. Question 10g does ask about “developing legal research skills” under the heading of educational and personal growth. Center for Postsecondary Research, Indiana University, Law School Survey of Student Engagement 2007 (2007), http://lssse.iub.edu/pdf/LSSSE_2007_Mockup%20(for%20MW).pdf.

allow benchmarking with similar libraries.142 Also, the German Library Association’s BIX Library Index combines performance indicators into a ranked index that represents the overall performance of the participating libraries. This “suite” of performance indicators is used by academic libraries to provide internal guidance and benchmarking data for comparison with other libraries.143

Conclusion

¶106 With the future of valuable core missions, and of libraries themselves, at stake, law librarians must proactively develop new quality assessment indicators that capture individual and collective efforts by academic law libraries to perform core law library missions. While academic law librarians’ current efforts focus on developing collection indicators for electronic sources, that should not be the only quality assessment project underway. Law librarians care deeply about the importance of law and legal information, and that concern should be translated into action. The author hopes that the ideas raised here serve to stimulate the profession’s discussion of these vital issues, and the development of new quality standards that will ensure law libraries’ continued ability to perform their important societal functions.

143. Wimmer, supra note 90.